
 

Intelligent 2 in 1 Wireless 

Electric Pet Fence & Dog Training Collar 

User Manual 

 

CAUTION 

Please read the instructions carefully before use. 

  Please use in the open area without barriers because barriers will affect the product use. 

  Not for use with aggressive dogs. DO NOT use this product if your dog is prone to aggressive behavior. 

  If you are not sure that this product is right for your dog, please talk to your veterinarian or a certified 

trainer. 

  Risk of electric shock. Use the fence transmitter indoors in DRY location only. 

  Avoid leaving the collar on the dog for more than 12 hours per day. 

  When possible reposition the collar on the pet’s neck every 1 to 2 hours. 

  Wash the dog’s neck area and the contacts of the collar weekly with a damp cloth. 

  If a rash or sore is found, discontinue use of the collar until the skin has healed. 

 



Introduction: 

Smart 2 in 1 wireless pet fence is the newest product in market, design is 

very novelty and combine training collar with wireless pet fence, it’s easy for 

operating and mode switch. 

It can be used on table or outside and it is effective to train pet developing good 

habits. 

 

Package Include: 

 

Wireless Transmitter-1                           Screws - 2 + 2 

Waterproof & Rechargeable Receiver Collar-1     Metal Probes – 4 

Reflective Strap Fluorescent TPU-1                Silicone Case -4 

Test Light Tool -1                                5V Charger -1 

USB Cable -1                                    English Manual -1 

 



Characteristic: 

1. 2 in 1 function；LED display, Wireless pet fence &Remote control (Beep+ 

Vibration + Shock ) 

2. LED display 5 levels signal fence distance(According to the environment, there 

will be a gap of ± 16ft/5M. ) 

30=30 meters/98 ft，60=60 meters/197 ft， 90=90 meters/295 ft， 

150=150 meters/492 ft，300=300 meters/984 ft 

3. Both transmitter and receiver are rechargeable. The receiver is waterproof. 

4. Reflective fluorescent TPU collar, improve the safety at night. 

Wireless pet fence mode: 

1. No Need pairing between transmitter and receiver，it can work directly after power on; 

2. One transmitter can connect up to 5 receivers in fence mode. 

Remote control dog training mode: 

1. Pair the code：Can control 3 dogs same time, 001 for 1st dog, 002 for 2nd dog, 

003 for 3rd dog. you can see the method in “How to pairing Transmitter and 

Receiver” 

2. 3 function: Sound, Vibration, Shock in training mode. 

3. Kinds of functions 1-6 levels can adjust sound/vibration/shock intensity, the 

bigger of the numbers the intensity. 

How to Test: 

Before using please fully charged and use method of 1+2 below to confirm it 

working or not (Shock test need use the LED Test Light Tool). 

1. After Power on the Transmitter and Receiver, then power off the transmitter, 

the receiver will launch bi-bi-bi always. 

2. In the training mode, press “Beep, Vibration or Shock” button to test. 



Working Principle: 

1. Receiver will not work among setting distance, will work as below when exceed 

the range. 

2. When dog not in the range, Receiver working modes as below: 1--2--3, 

(indicator light flashing) 

1) Sound 5 seconds 

2) Shock 5 seconds 

3) Sound& shock at same time for 6 seconds 

3. After 2 cycles of working modes, it will launch di-di-di sound always. The 

receiver will not work until the dog return to the setting distance range or press 

power Off. 

4. After 5 minutes of static, it will enter standby mode. 

Function Operation: 

1. When “30/60/90/150/300” displayed on screen, it is in wireless fence mode. press MODE 

button switch to dog training mode, in dog training mode, LED display “001”or “002” or “003” 

means for 1,2,3 dogs. 

2. In dog training mode can remote control 3 dogs at same time, press ‘+’ or ‘-’button to 

change control which dog. There are 3 functions on the right of the panel: sound, vibration, shock. 

3. Each function has 1-6Intensity levels. Lower Number means lower power, the 

bigger of number ,the stronger of the power, press ’+’ or ‘ -' for adjusting. 

 

 

 

 



Wireless fence using guide: 

1. Support 5 dogs in maximum, the biggest straight line radius is 984ft /300M for 

wireless fence and as center of the transmitter. 

2. When dog exceed the setting range, receiver will start working mode 

automatically. (refer to the working modes at “Working Principle” ). 

3. Please keep the Transmitter always power on, if not, the receiver 

will go to working mode, shock your dogs two times, and bi-bi-bi always. 

Dog training using guide: 

1. The biggest straight line distance is about 300 meter for dog training collar. 

2. 3 dogs can be remote controlled mean while, LED display “001”Means the first 

dog, “002”for the second dog,“003”for the third dog， 

3. Independent “sound”，“vibration”，and“shock”3 function for options. Each 

function has 1-6 levels for adjusting, press “+”“-”for adjusting。 

4. each function will keep the former operation, if you choose 6 for sound function, 

the sound level will keep 6 when you restart device, please press “+” or “–”to 

adjust . 

How to pairing Transmitter and Receiver 

1. Fully charge and power on; 

2. Press "+" or "-" to choice paring which Receiver (001,002 or 003) ; 

3. Press transmitter panel “MODE” button for 3 seconds until the LED flashing, 

then press the receiver power button for 3 seconds, after pairing successfully, 

LED and receiver indicator light will be on always. 

4. Use test method to test is connected or not ; (please see “How to Test”) 

 



Receiver using guide 

1. Receiver is water proof and rechargeable, the metal probes can be replaced

according to dog’s hair length. If receiver does not work within 5 minutes, will 

enter into dormant state, Touch the receiver, it will be awakened. 

2. Press power button 1 second, receive will be turned on, power light will be on

always, Press power button gently, receiver will be turned off. 

3. LED testing light used for testing shocking, testing light on means shocking

function is working. 

can be used as wrench to fix metal probes. 

Charging: 

1. Transmitter is rechargeable with DC 5V, 2500mah lithium battery, LED will display

000 flashing When low battery, please charge in time, usually 4-5 hours for full charge. 

After full charge, the red light will be on always, please use the original charger. 

2. Receiver is rechargeable with 5V 400mah lithium battery, taking 1-2 hours for

full charge and then be used for about 500 times. Receiver 5V low battery 

reminder: indicator light flashing, please charge in time, after fully charged, the 

green light will be on. 

Attention: 

 It will affect distance and using when low power.

 Please keep the Transmitter always power on, if not, the receiver will go to

working mode, shock your dogs two times, and bi-bi-bi always. 



Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance

could void the user's authority to operate the equipment
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